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Title word cross-reference


Definitions [ALKP21]. Devices [LAH21].


Feedforward [AHKZ20].

Gaussian [GBV+21]. Graph [LAH21]. Graphs [MT21]. Greedy [GBV+21].

Hardy [DP20]. Heterogeneous [MNS+21].
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Issue [HY20].

Knowledge [MT21].

Learning [CWS+21, MT21], limited [LAH21]. Linear [GBV+21], linearity [BT21]. Loop [Kon21]. LPs [KP20].


Networks [AHKZ20]. Neural [AHKZ20]. Non [BT21]. Non-linearity [BT21].

onto [LAH21]. Optimization [UMSN+21]. Overfitting [CWS+21].


Quantum [AHKZ20, ALKP21, BDG+20, BT21, CWS+21, DKDK21, HY20, IHA21, KP20, MT21, MNS+21, SSC21, UMSN+21]. Qubit [Kon21]. Qubits [DP20, LAH21]. Qutrits [BDG+20].

Randomised [BT21]. Reversible [GBV+21].


Superconducting [DP20]. Synthesis [GBV+21].

Testing [IHA21]. Theory [LAH21].

Thermal [IHA21]. Transactions [HY20].

Transformations [Kon21].

Using [LAH21, SSC21].


Wave [SSC21].
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